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Convergence Space
All Day Help to assemble co-mutiny – Come and fix the space
and learn some new skills.

The Island, Bridewell St
10.30-18.00 Bristol Anarchist Bookfair- Stalls Tools and Workshops
for a new future, plus cafe and film room.

Evening Anarchist Bookfair Benefit- The Croft, Stokes Croft

Sun 13th

Convergence Space
12.00pm –

2.30pm –

4.30pm –

The Island, Bridewell St

Stencil Cutting – Suggested donation £5 to cover costs
2.00pm of materials.
Critiques of Carbon Markets – a presentation of carbon
trading specifically focusing on Clean Development
4.00pm Mechanism and voluntary offset markets, using a case
study of India's first and largest CDM project (Gujarat
Fluorochemicals Ltd). Followed by discussion.
Anti militarism : An interactive workshop introducing
the areas of anti-militarist network, arguments for and
6.30pm against the military industrial complex, campaigning
and looking after yourself.

Squid Ink Screenprinting Collective - Learn and

4.30pm onwards develop screenprinting skills. Donations appreciated
for ink.

7.00pm – 9.00pm
Mon 14th

Convergence Space
[ALL DAY] Animal Rights Action
Seeds for Change – Introducing and developing

12.00pm – 2.00pm consensus decision making skills.

Food - A brief history of industrial agriculture and how

3.00pm-4.30pm we got to this mess and how it is being resisted around
world. An interactive workshop with slides if possible.

Resisting destitution : Asylum, migration, paradox –
What's the difference between undocumented
migration and seeking asylum? How
much support does an asylum-seeker get? At what
points does a person become
ineligible for employment, housing and financial aid in
the UK – and how did
borders ever get so selective?

5.00pm –

Discussion-based forum will explore the meaning of
the current UK system for
migrants and asylum-seekers in Bristol, and the
different ways forced
destitution is already being politicised. Direct action;
6.30pm campaigning;
hospitality networks; publishing other peoples'
testimony – we will think
through the hidden implications of trying to 'resist' in
obvious ways, and
try and unpick some of the clashing ideas around the
'freedom of movement'.
This will be a dialogical session, aiming to explore our
own assumptions as
well as those of the 'system.' Well-informed, baffled or
curious, come with
an open mind and a willingness to grapple with a bit of
complexity.

7.00pm – 9.00pm Discussion - Pros & cons of non-violent direct action.
Tues 15

Convergence Space

th

[ALL DAY] No Borders Action

Easton Community Allotment

12.00pm

A tour and working day at Easton Community
Allotment, running since 2001 as a social space for
people who want to learn how to grow fruit and
vegetables, drink lots of tea and share the harvest.
With wormeries, composting toilet, and rainwater
harvesting systems made of recycled
onwards Materials. With wormeries,
composting toilet, and rainwater harvesting systems
made of recycled
Materials. For directions and more information look at
www.myspace.com/eastoncommunityallotment
email lucyjmitchell@googlemail.com
or call Lucy 07833330581

Trinity Police Station, Old Market

Bristol No Borders invites you to a participatory “Why
No Borders?” workshop outside Trinity police station
(near Old Market, opp. Trinity Community Garden), to
10.00am-12.00pm show solidarity with criminalized asylum seekers and
find out more about what we as a
group do. Musical entertainment and free food
provided.

12.00pm – 3.00pm Seeds for Change – Developing facilitation skills.
Radical Knitting – From the spinning and preparation

6.30pm onwards of wool, to basic balaclava knitting, to advanced work.
7.30pm
Wed 16

th

All abilities welcome, vegan alternatives discussed.
DIY Sound - A workshop developing sound
onwards engineering skills.

Convergence Space
[ALL DAY] Worker Solidarity Action
Radical Knitting – From the spinning and preparation

12.00pm - 2.00pm of wool, to basic balaclava knitting, to advanced work.
All abilities welcome, vegan alternatives discussed.

Thur 17th

2.30pm –

ABC - Open Letter Writing Session – Focussing on
4.30pm green scare and environmental prisoners.

5.00pm –

Radical Songwriting - Folk, punk, hip hop and
beyond... Plus how to bypass the
6.30pm corporate music business! All levels catered for - from
absolute beginners onwards. With Cosmowww.cosmoguitar.net

7.00pm – 8.30pm Acoustic Gig – Cosmo +more TBC
Convergence Space
[ALL DAY] Climate Chaos Action

City Centre

City Farm Cafe, St Werburghs
Fancy knowing your alders from your elders and your
birch from your beech? A relaxed tree identification talk

1.00pm-3.00pm Walking Woman – Theatrical-Meditative Action,

12.00pm and walk through St Werburghs, lots of chatting about

moving around the city centre. Meet at Queens Square

3.00pm

folklore and uses.

Bristol Anarchist Games - The street is a critical
symbol because your whole conditioning is geared to
onwards keeping you indoors. Come and subvert corporate
enclosures with a series of games: Capture the flag,
musical chairs, sardines. Bring your own game ideas!
Meet in the roundabout at the bottom of Stokes Croft.

TBA
Anti- Foie Gras Demo – Email barc@hotmail.co.uk

from 6.00pm nearer the time to find out where.

Reclaim the Beat – A rhythm workshop on making

2.00pm – 3.30pm modern beats with reclaimed and found items. Kids
4.00pm –
7.00pm –
Fri

18

th

and adults welcome.
Seeds for Change – NVDA: Engaging and
6.00pm Disengaging with the Police
Seeds for Change – Activist Legal Briefing and
9.00pm Practice

Convergence Space
[ALL DAY] Repossess the Banks Action

Sat

19th

Convergence Space

[ALL DAY] Autonomous Action

Sun 20th

Convergence Space

[ALL DAY] Autonomous Action

City Centre
Repossess the Banks – A carnivalesque tour of the
11.00am financial district. Meet at the fountains, opposite the
Hippodrome.

The Plough, Easton
7.30pm – late BARC Benefit gig at The Plough. Spanner, Refuse/all,
Tracey Curtis + more.

Kebele, Robertson Road, Easton

Learn some basic head massage techniques to try on

2.00pm – 4.00pm your friends. Relax and enjoy!

Broadmead, City Centre

Vegan food stall. Any offers of vegan food for the stall

12.00 – 4.30pm welcome!

Feeder Park, Barton Hill

8.00pm

Spoke'n'Chain present an outdoor solar powered
cycling cinema event: VEER - a full length
documentary about the ever unfolding road map of
underground bike culture in America, the fastest
growing revolution in the world. Re~Cycle - The
Journey of the Mighty Bike; short documentary about
onwards 30,000 unwanted bicycles that have been collected
and repaired by Re~Cycle volunteers and sent to
Africa. One Thing After – A short animation featuring a
man on a bicycle. Spazrammer – live bicycle powered
microrave. Come on a bicycle and light them up for the
ride home. For details, maps, etc.. go to
http://bikebeard.blogspot.com/. Suggested donation £3

Around Bristol
The Climate Rush will trot into Bristol by horse drawn
cart,in full Edwardian attire as part of their September
road-show (climaterush.co.uk/whatnext), ready to
galvanise one of Britain's greenest cities into a day of
creative action:9am onwards Join in with street art
Climate Rush style as we adorn a wall in Stokes Croft
all day with beautiful murals inspired by climate justice. Call
07878535968 to get involved…1pm Bring food, drink,
family and music to our anti-airport expansion picnic
protest – to be held on COLLEGE GREEN. We'll be
holding forums on the grass with Friends of the Earth
to discuss BIA issues and celebrate the city council's
formal objection to it!
Hordes of cyclists will descend on the centre of Bristol
opposite the Hippodrome to take back the road, in the
5.00pm tradition of critical mass. Swooping through the city
they'll enliven the city with their vision for a sustainable
future.
For Non-Cyclists, the ride will then convene for a
second time, on Corn Street. From here, the expanded
6.15pm troupe will march to a secret location for a huge public
game of 'capture the flag', in an hilarious reclamation
of urban space.
Free Gig! Polish off a delightful day with grub and
music at HAMILTON HOUSE, we’ll have folk and
8.30pm acoustic before 10, then we’ll speed it up and turn it up
‘till midnight.
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